Samurai sidekick

The Samurai was introduced to the U. Prices have continued to climb and the mini utility 4WD is
enjoying almost a cult following in some ways. Soft-top, hardtop and integral steel hardtop
often called a "tin top" models were available in the United States. The Samurai was initially
powered by a 1. The only available transmission was a five-speed manual gearbox with a 0.
Behind that sat a gear-driven, cast-aluminum transfer case with 1. All models used a manual
steering box, front disc brakes, and rear drum brakes. The early models used a four-pin front
differential with 3. The front axleshafts were spline, while rear axleshafts were spline. For the
The five-speed overdrive ratio was changed to 0. The Samurai was last sold in the U. Over the
years, Suzuki of America offered a number of factory accessories for the Samurai that included
convertible tops, roof racks, grille guard, winch, and auto locking hubs. It was also sold in the
U. Available in a hardtop or convertible model, it was a follow-on 4WD for Suzuki after Samurai
production ceased for the U. The Sidekick was initially offered with a 1. Plus, a 1. Transmission
was either the five-speed overdrive Synchromesh manual 0. Axle gears were generally 5. Some
of the early 1. Rear antilock brakes were added in trucks. The transfer case used a 1. Front and
rear pumpkins held 6. The suspension was changed to independent up front using struts with
arm-mounted coil springs. In the rear was a solid axle positioned by trailing arms and used with
coil springs. The LJ20 was one of the Suzuki predecessors to the Samurai. The smaller rig was
powered by a water-cooled, two-cylinder, two-stroke engine. With an inch wheelbase and stock
curb weight just exceeding 2, pounds, the short and narrow 4WD Samurai would prove to be a
nimble rig with an affordable price tag. The "tin top" Samurais were produced in lower numbers
than the other models. They generally offer you a quieter ride and seal out the weather better
than the removable top models. The hardtop-version Samurais were discontinued in Common
engine swaps for Samurais include the 8-valve or valve 1. With aftermarket kits, this is basically
a bolt-in swap, and a number of the original 1. Zuks Off Road offers several ways to increase the
performance of the carbureted engines. It also has fuel-injection conversion kits for carbureted
engines. Myron Thorson of Zuks Off Road has extensive experience experimenting with the fuel
induction on Suzuki engines and will soon offer a turbo kit to combine with its CV carb swap.
The Samurai transfer cases are reliable units for the most part. They did not come with a
high-range ratio. Instead, they were 1. A common way to squeeze more crawling torque and
control from Suzukis is to install a set of lower transfer case gears. Aftermarket transfer case
replacement gears are available for many of the Suzuki 4WDs that offer gear reduction
numerically higher ratios for both the high-range and low-range ratios. Trail-Gear offers
replacement gear sets with ratios as deep as a 6. The stock axles can typically be fortified to
handle up to about inch tires. Manual locking hubs were standard, with auto hubs as a dealer
option. Stronger aftermarket Birfield joints and chromoly axleshafts are available. Some
builders going beyond that choose to upgrade to wider, beefier Toyota truck axles. Some of the
common spring swap conversions and kits have used Jeep YJ leaf packs. Samurai interiors
were simple, but functional. All air conditioning systems in Samurais were installed at a dealer
location as none came from the factory with one. The two-door Sidekicks or Geo Tracker sit on
an inch wheelbase, while the four-door models sit on a inch wheelbase. For most similar years,
the Sidekick and Tracker are mechanically the same, save for a few deviations and their
interiors. The Sidekick Sport was a four-door Suzuki sold in the U. It was equipped with a
fuel-injected 1. Later Sport models could be had with the J18 1. The Sidekick drivetrain is a bit
beefier than that of the Samurai, as it comes from the newer Suzuki Vitara vehicle line. However,
the live front axle of the Samurai was replaced with independent front suspension in the
Sidekick. Close Ad. Forums Photos Industry Videos. Jay Kopycinski Photographer, Writer.
Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. The Samurai was the first four-wheeled vehicle Suzuki
sold in the U. Suzuki introduced the second-generation Jimny in , and in it began exporting the
Jimny to the U. Badged as the Samurai, the U. It was noisy and slowâ€” MotorTrend clocked it
to 60 mph in Manual-locking front hubs were standard, with auto-lockers available as a
dealer-installed option. Aided by cute "Beep, beep, hi! Suzuki originally planned to import 1,
Samurais per month in its first year, but wound up selling 47, for the year, giving the Samurai
the best first-year sales of any Japanese vehicle to that date. It took just more than a year and
half for sales to hit the , mark, and by mid Americans were buying 8, Samurais per month. Softer
springs, revised shock absorbers, and a thicker front anti-roll bar helped to ease the Samurai's
rough ride, while a slightly shorter fifth-gear ratio improved highway performance. Mindful of
the Volkswagen Beetle 's success through revision rather than redesign, styling changes were
limited to a new grille and wheels on the outside and new gauges, steering wheel, and seats for
the interior. That same year, Suzuki introduced the slightly larger Sidekick 4x4, also sold by
General Motors as the Geo Tracker, to sell alongside the Samurai. But was to be the Samurai's
annus horribilis. After an employee of CR owner Consumers Union rolled a test car in normal
driving, the popular magazine gave the Samurai an "unacceptable" rating, saying it "easily rolls

over in turns. NHTSA refused. Regardless, as a result of the CR report and its extensive media
coverage, Samurai sales plummeted, and Suzuki for the first time had to offer cash rebates to
keep the Samurai selling. The little 4x4 became the butt of jokes: "Have you seen the Samurai?
It has a sunroof on the floor. The lawsuit was settled out of court in Despite those mortal
wounds, the Suzuki Samurai soldiered on with few changes. The Samurai got throttle-body fuel
injection, with a corresponding bump to 68 hp, and Suzuki offered a two-wheel-drive version
between and The company removed the rear seat after , an expedient way to conform to a
requirement for rear-seat shoulder belts, which the Samurai lacked. The last model year for the
Samurai in the U. Despite its death in the American market, the Suzuki Jimny carried on
elsewhere. Suzuki introduced a third-generation model in , and after a year run, the fourth-gen
Jimny debuted in ; it remains on sale throughout the world to this day. Suzuki was one of the
first importers to recognize the importance of customization to American buyers. Before the
Samurai went on sale in , Suzuki introduced a catalog full of accessories, which were to be
displayed at the dealerships in a "personalization center". The Samurai's success took Suzuki
by surprise. The company had planned a slow rollout, setting up dealerships in California in
November , Florida and Georgia in December, and then staging a slow roll-out to other states
during the next three years. But initial sales were so strong that Suzuki rushed to expand its
sales network throughout the country. Though the Samurai came to the U. Canadians also
could buy a long-wheelbase version not available in the U. In , Chileans Gonzalo Bravo and
Eduardo Canales set the record for the highest altitude achieved by a four-wheel vehicle when
they drove their modified Suzuki Samurai up the Ojos del Salado volcano to an altitude of 21,
feet. The previous record of 21, feet was set by a Jeep Wrangler; the Jeep team left a sign that
said "Jeep parking onlyâ€”all others don't make it up here, anyway. A Unimog broke the record
again in when it climbed 21, feet up the same volcano. Thanks largely to its insanely-good
off-road abilities, the Suzuki Samurai is now a prized collectible , though many examples have
been modified, so finding one in as-delivered condition can be difficult. If possible, opt for a
non-modified Samurai, as they are less likely to have been subjected to off-road abuse. Buying
a previously modified Samurai, on the other hand, can be a huge cost-saver compared to
making the modifications yourself, but you are then subject to the quality of modifications done
by others. Check carefully for signs of shoddy work. Inspect the underbody carefully. Besides
rust, you should look for dents, scrapes, or mud in hard-to-reach places, all evidence that the
truck did hard off-road time. Some Samurai owners swapped out the 1. Though the swap does
not require alterations to frame or body, it is not a simple bolt-in substitution and requires
several modifications; a poor-quality swap can cause problems down or off the road. Also, a
Samurai with a non-stock engine may not be emissions-legal in some states, so check
regulations carefully. Among the known trouble spots: Oil leaks at the distributor, leaky brake
master cylinders, bad transfer-case bushings that lock the case in neutral, brittle plastic interior
parts, fiddly carburetors, and faulty engine-control modules ECMs on fuel-injected engines. The
hugely capable tiny off-roader of yesterday's dreamsâ€”and today's. Photos of the small,
rugged, Jeep-ishly cute throwback SUV. Japanese body kits can turn the Jimny into any one of
several classic off-roaders. Yes, sort of. Suzuki still sells the Jimny the Samurai's name outside
of North America in several markets, and the 4x4 is now in its fourth generation. The Samurai
name has been retired. The Samurai is an exceptionally capable off-roader that is both durable
and reliable, hence its continued popularity and high resale values. However, as a daily driver
it's slow, noisy, and not particularly comfortable, with models having a firmer ride. Though
Samurai fans will argue about the merits of the Consumer Reports case, the Samurai is more
prone to tipping over in sudden swerves than most 4x4s. Suzuki sold the Samurai in North
America between late and , with sales beginning earlier in Canada and Puerto Rico. The Jimny
on which the Samurai was based was originally introduced in Japan in , and continues in
production to this day. The Samurai was exceptionally popular when it first came to the U.
Suzuki sued in , accusing CR of manipulating the test to induce a rollover; the suit was
eventually settled out of court. By that time, Suzuki had brought the larger and wider Sidekick to
market, and it effectively replaced the Samurai. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend.
Aaron Gold Words. Collectible classic: Suzuki Samurai. First year of U. Share on Facebook
Share on Twitter. Motorcycle trends come and go like fashion, and the latest two-wheeled style
du jour is the adventure bike. Chunky and rugged, these sometimes dirt-ready rides often take
cues from the massive, Armageddon-ready rigs you'd find on the Dakar Rally. In their most
neutered form, they can start as street bikes and adapt for adventure duty by adding taller
suspension setups, removable saddlebags, bigger fuel tanks, and better wind protection. A
venerable fixture in the adventure scene, it developed a primarily urban following after the
model bowed in , though it's also proved itself worthy of tackling trails and light offroad
scenarios. Specifically, the campaign affects model year versions of the and the According to

documents from The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, the problem can occur if
riders miss a gear while upshifting. It's possible that the following shift might put enough added
strain on the drivetrain to move the rear axle. This can damage the left-side chain adjuster. If
there's too much harm done to the part, then the chain could potentially slip off the bike, leaving
the powerless bike more vulnerable to a crash. To fix the problem, Suzuki dealers will "replace
the left-side adjuster with an improved part" that will be heat-treated to be stronger. Scroll down
to read the full recall report. The death of Suzuki's American automotive operations can be
chalked up to many, many things. One thing it cannot be blamed on, however, is the arguable
goodness of its products. The company's criminally underrated offerings included the Kizashi
sedan, the SX4 compact and your author's personal favorite, the Grand Vitara. The GV rode on a
radically different version of General Motors' Theta platform, which underpins the American
manufacturer's current crop of crossovers, like the Chevrolet Equinox. Buying the cheapest
model meant living with rear-wheel drive rather than the Theta's typical front drive. Spend a bit
of money, though, and you'd end up with an honest-to-goodness off-roader, sporting selectable
four-wheel drive complete with low-range gearbox. It also comfortably sat five, was reasonably
efficient and was quite handsome. We aren't totally sure how it turned into this. This, of course,
being the new Vitara it replaces the Escudo, the vehicle Americans know as the Grand Vitara ,
and it will make its global debut at October's Paris Motor Show, which has ditched its
four-wheel-drive system for a part-time all-wheel-drive system called Allgrip. Spiders seem to
love the fuel tanks of Japanese sedans. Mazda had to recall its Mazda6 twice for arachnid webs
blocking their car's vent lines. Now, the Suzuki Kizashi is also being called in because spiders
can block the car's evaporative canister vent hose, a condition which could cause excessive
negative pressure in the tank, eventually leading to a crack and fuel leak. The campaign covers
about 19, examples of the model year Kizashi built from October through July According to the
automaker's defect notice released by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, the
first report of a spiderweb blocking a vent line was in It began monitoring field data and found
six more incidents from to In , there was one more case, and with further investigation, Suzuki
decided to initiate a recall. There are no reports of accidents or injuries of the webs causing
accidents or injuries in the US. In a similar move to Mazda, Suzuki is replacing the evaporative
canister vent line with one that has a filter in place to keep the spiders out. Also, if the lines are
obstructed by webs in a specific vehicle, the fuel tank will also get swapped. Suzuki is recalling
yet another Daewoo-built model due to possible problems with the daytime running light
module in the instrument panel. This time it covers about 25, units of the Suzuki Verona from
the through model years that need fixing. Like the repair campaign of the Forenza and Reno in
May, it's possible for the part to overheat, melt and potentially cause a fire. After finding the
problem in those vehicles, General Motors Korea started investigating for more affected models
and discovered that the Verona was also at risk. However, the report says that no cases of
melting or fires have been found in the Verona. Obviously, Suzuki will be notifying affected
owners and will replace the DRL module free of charge. Scroll down to read the recall request or
check out the full defect notice in PDF format, here. We haven't heard much about Suzuki since
it decided to leave the US market in , but things are going well for the little automaker these
days with the recent announcement of record annual profits. It would seem that investors
should be ecstatic, but they are starting to question the man at the helm. Company president
and chairman Osamu Suzuki is now 84 years old and is guaranteed at least one more year as
the leader, but shareholders want to know who is taking his place when the inevitable happens.
We're not being ageist, here. As long as the Suzuki can run the company to the satisfaction of
investors, he absolutely deserves the top spot. According to Bloomberg, the issue making
shareholders so edgy is that the business doesn't have a transition plan in place. The president
obviously isn't a young man, and folks are worried that if something happens suddenly, there
could be chaos deciding a successor and a free-falling stock price. Suzuki's tenure at the
company is somewhat astounding. He married the granddaughter of the founder and took her
name because the family had no male heirs. In world where many people hope to retire as soon
as possible, he's worked for the same automaker for the last 50 years, including stints as
company president from to and to the present. Investors aren't questioning the president's
ability as a business leader; they just want a clearer understanding of the automaker's future
direction. Toyota, Honda, Mazda, Nissan, Subaru, Mitsubishi, Suzuki and Daihatsu have
announced an alliance that will see a push to improve fuel economy from both gas-powered and
diesel-powered engines by as much as 30 percent before the end of the decade. According to
Automotive News, the automakers will team up and share basic research on
internal-combustion engines in a bid to cut costs. Eventually, the results of the research will
find its way into a production vehicle, although it's unclear just when we'll see the fruits of this
partnership on the road. Suzuki is recalling , total units of the Forenza pictured above and Reno

manufactured under contract by Daewoo, now General Motors Korea, between September 1, ,
through July 30, , for a risk of fire. The exact split in terms of number of each model isn't
available yet. In the vehicles, the heat generated in the headlight switch or daytime running light
module could cause the parts to melt and cause a fire. If this sounds somewhat familiar, it's the
same reason that , units of the Chevrolet Aveo are being recalled. It's a similar situation as
Toyota recalling the Matrix and giving the automaker the repair parts to fix the Pontiac Vibe,
which shares the platform. Ugly Moto is a horrible name for a company that makes such
wonderful motorcycle art. The creation of artist Francis Ooi, the company's illustrations focus
on some of the iconic racing bikes of the s and s. The artwork has an elegant simplicity that
really makes it pop. It would fit just about anywhere from a home office to the bedroom of a
young gearhead. Ooi has completed six illustrations so far covering classic cycles from Honda,
Ducati, Yamaha and even Harley-Davidson. They are all about According to his website, these
prints are just a hobby for Ooi and his real career is as the creative director at an ad agency. He
creates the illustrations on his Mac, and he estimates that each design with about components
and layers takes about a month to complete. You can get idea of the process involved in the
time-lapse video below. Say what you will about its smallest SUVs, but you have to hand it to
Suzuki: the likes of the Samurai, Sidekick and Vitara were doing the little-sport-ute-that-could
thing long before most of the rest of the industry caught on. And the formula remains relevant
enough that Suzuki is still selling the same basic Samurai overseas as the Jimny. That could be
why the Samurai still has something of a cult following. Well, that and the name - which, as it
turns out, may not have been such a stretch after all. A Samurai warrior, after all, was just one
man - but like any other knight, he was worth more than his headcount on the battlefield. Or in
this case, a Japanese snowstorm. Just watch the half-minute video below to see what we mean.
Suzuki Samurai. All Rights Reserved. Designated trademarks and brands are the property of
their respective owners. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must have
JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. Rest assured that
your order is our top priority. As a result, we are currently unable to refund shipping costs in
the event your order delivery is delayed. Register or login here. Many differentials have a set of
spider gears which allow the outside tire to turn faster than the inside for a smooth turn. This is
a fully automatic torque sensing Spartan Locker. It even differentiates torque in no-torque
situations. When it engages you have percent lockup, making your little Suzuki go where no
man has gone before Are you feeling the lag of those bigger tires or plan on adding some
bigger tires? Anything more than a couple of sizes larger and you will need some gearing help.
These top quality Suzuki gears have been trusted for years. Learn More. This new bulkhead
fitting Kit uses a new design and does not require the use of the hard to find 5mm Ferrule. IF
you are looking for a airline service kit to keep with you on the trail just in case your Nylon ARB
Air Line to your locker gets damaged, this is an awesome kit to keep in the glovebox. Includes
the most common items needed for air line fix. IF you have a bad pinion flange that is eating up
your pinion seals, this is a new replacement that will keep those seals looking nice for years to
come. Brand New unit. Please wait Advanced Search. My Account Log In Policies. Products
Toggle Navigation. Shop By. Shopping Options. Show Less Show More. Show 5 per page 10 per
page 15 per page 20 per page 25 per page All per page. Items 1 to 20 of 28 total. This Suzuki
Differential install Kit includes what you need to make your gear setup a breeze. This is the
highest quality kit you can find for the price. We were not satisfied with the bearing kits for the
Samurai in the general aftermarket, so we made our own! Spartan Locker for Suzuki Samurai
Suzuki Samurai 4. ARB has a line of models, from vehicle mounted options to a portable air
compressor, each suitable for numerous tasks including specific models available for Air
Locker activation. Mini spool for Suzuki Samurai If your still running a stock Samurai axle
housing this upgrade is a must have Learn More. At the dealerships, we used to use what the
tech's would call fibbage, mostly because of the oe counterpart being named PIPG. This gasket
maker seemed to work better than any other gasket maker, and was Original Equipment on
many Toyota vehicles. It also works great on non Toyota vehicles for the following purposesLearn More. A cost effective alternative to automatic lockers and safer that welding up. Bolt
Checkout. Sign in Please enter your email below and we will send you a new password. Login
Forgot Your Password? Create New Account. Back to Form Login Send Password. Back to
Form Login Submit. Other Social Login. Looking for more power? A common engine swap is to
swap out the Suzuki Samurai 1. Suzuki 1. The 1. The 8-valve 1. The valve 1. You can re-use your
stock 1. When gathering parts for your conversion keep in mind that and up motors are OBDII
and will not be smog legal for California. On and up donor vehicles you will need to get the
second 02 sensor portion of the wiring harness. You will need the motor, wiring harness,
everything attached to the wiring harness, instrument cluster and air cleaner assembly. Grab
the catalytic converter if you can. If you want to use the valve 1. Check Out: Parts Needed From

a Sidekick or Tracker:. The donor vehicles wiring harness will need to be modified for use in the
Samurai as well as the Samurai speedometer which will need the speed sensor from the donor
vehicle adapted to it. Even without modification to your engine you can expect to gain up to 25
horsepower over the stock 1. Installation Overview:. The engine swap is easier if you remove
the engine and transmission together. Remove all of the wiring, cables, lines and hoses from
the engine. Remove the air box, disconnect and remove the battery, and label all the wiring and
components so you know what it is later. Drain the radiator and transmission oil. Finally,
remove the fan, shroud, and radiator. The engine and transmission is removed by removing the
4 14mm motor mount bolts, 2 12mm transmission crossmember bolts, and the 2 14mm bolts
that hold the brace below the tranny. Make sure you remove the ground from the starter. Once
the engine and transmission is out, you can remove the starter and separate the engine and
transmission. This is a good time to replace the clutch, pressure plate, and throw-out bearing.
Now you can install the adapter kit. This involves installing the adapter plate to the new engine
and reattaching the Samurai transmission. Install the new passenger side motor mount and
drivers side motor mount shim. Now you can drop the new motor and transmission in to the
Samurai. The engine and transmission bolts back in to the stock locations. Reinstall the
Samurai radiator. One side of the box bolts to the side of the fenderwell using the original air
box mount. The other side will need to be braced with a piece of metal. You can use a piece of
flat stock and bend it in to shape. The ignition coil can be mounted to the firewall on the
passengers side at the mounting location for the steel vacuum line that goes from the manifold
to the brake booster. Remove the 10mm bolt and reinstall it through the coil bracket and the
hard line mount with the coil wire facing the distributor. The distributor wire to the coil was
about 6 inches too short so the coil wire from the 1. Now install the wiring harness you had
modified by Trail Tough. Route the harness through the large grommet hole above the battery
and into the passengers side kick panel where the ECM will be mounted. Mount the ECM
securely using rubber grommets for isolators. This modification is necessary for your ECM to
control the motor properly and it also keeps the sensor light from coming on. Now you can
install the ECM. You can do this by:. Getting a complete fuel tank from a or newer Samurai
which has the pump already built in the tank. Purchase a new electric fuel pump which could be
mounted outside the tank under the body or on the frame rail. You can use an external fuel
pump from an 89 Ford F Cut
programmable thermostat wiring diagram
ceiling fan reverse switch wiring diagram
dodge ram headlight wiring harness
the complete fuel pump mounting plate and pump out of a Tracker gas tank and weld it into the
Samurai gas tank. All lines need to be double hose clamped due to the higher fuel pressure. For
the fuel line connections, you can use high pressure rubber fuel line between the motor and
Samurai hard line. Make sure you use fuel line clamps so they clamp evenly all around the hose
without digging into the hose. Double clamp all the connections. Insert a fuel filter between the
fuel tank and fuel pump. Run the fuel pump wiring into the engine compartment through the
grommet above the battery and into the passenger compartment. Connect it to the fuel pump
relay near the ECM. Since the 1. Others have cut down the cable bracket, took off the support
for the crossover tube, and adjusted my hood latch up as far as it would go and put some
washers under the rubber stops to space them down. Using the Trail tough body bushings or
body mount spacers is probably your best bet. Installation Overview: 1.

